It is known that ordinary isomorphisms (associativity and commutativity of \times", isomorphisms for \times" unit and currying) provide a complete axiomatisation for linear isomorphism of types. One of the reasons to consider linear isomorphism of types instead of ordinary isomorphism was that better complexity could be expected. Meanwhile, no upper bounds reasonably close to linear were obtained. We describe an algorithm deciding if two types are linearly isomorphic with complexity Cn(log 2 (n)).
Introduction
The problem of characterisation of isomorphism of types that holds in all models of certain system of typed lambda calculus is closely connected with mathematical semantics of datatypes 1], 2]. The problem allows many equivalent re-formulations, for example, a description of isomorphic objects in free closed categories of di erent classes: Cartesian Closed (CC) Categories, Symmetric Monoidal Closed (SMC) Categories, Biclosed Categories etc. A presentation of a free Closed Category is given by certain system of propositional calculus (with deductions as morphisms). Another (maybe, more familiar to computer scientists) is provided by lambda calculus.
To de ne the notion of isomorphism of types in a system of typed lambda calculus one needs a) the presence of functional types A ! B; b) a composition, for two terms of types A ! B and B ! C their composition is to be a term of the type A ! C; c) the terms id : A ! A representing identity maps for every type A (usually, x : A:x); d)an equivalence relation on terms (which respects the composition).
Of course, these conditions look too abstract for the familiar systems of lambda calculus, but we just use an opportunity to present the problem in a more general setting. These conditions satis ed, one de nes two types A; B to be isomorphic i there are terms t : A ! B and s : B ! A such that the composite t s is equivalent to id : B ! B and the composite s t to id : A ! A.
Suppose two types A; B are given and one would decide if they are isomorphic. The direct attempt based on the de nition above will lead, in general, to the consideration of an in nite set of lambda terms living in the types A ! B and B ! A. Usually, one is looking for the algorithms based on transformations of types without any explicit reference to lambda terms.
A complete axiomatization and decision algorithm for isomorphism of objects in free CC Categories was obtained in 3]. That result provided automatically a complete axiomatization and decision algorithm for the isomorphism of types in the First Order Typed Lambda Calculus with terminal object and surjective pairing. The precise formulation is the following:
Let be the equivalence relation on types generated by the following axioms Some weaker variants of isomorphism of types are of practical interest, the linear isomorphism of types in particular, because one can expect that the complexity will be reasonably low.
The linear isomorphism of types corresponds to the isomorphism of objects in free SMC category, and can also be described as the isomorphism of types in the system of lambda calculus which corresponds to intuitionistic multiplicative linear logic. In 7] it was shown that the subsystem of the axiom system above, consisting of the axioms 1)-6) (where^is understood as \times" and ! as linear implication) with the same rules, de nes an equivalence relation on types that coincides with the relation of linear isomorphism of types. Of course, the use of linear logic or linear terms does not imply linear complexity of corresponding algorithms.
The deciding algorithms for the isomorphism in the First Order Typed Lambda Calculus with terminal object and surjective pairing used a reduction to some normal forms, which were, in general, subexponetially longer than the original types. In case of linear isomorphism there is no growth of the length. The main problem is (recursive) ordering of factors in the subformulas of the form A 1^: :::^A n . More or less obvious algorithms have quadratic complexity. We propose an algorithm with complexity C nlog 2 (n).
The Algorithm
In this section we shall denote by the eqivalence relation on types de ned by axioms (1)- (5) 
Regular Formulas
When low complexity bounds are considered, the form of presentation of information is quite important. Usually the types are presented by formulas of intuitionistic linear logic, i.e., by propositional formulas with two binary connectives^and ! (and constant I). We shall use a kind of pre x notation (not exactly polish notation, because we prefer to have \^" with a varying number of arguments; that does no harm because of the associativity axiom 3)). So, the formulas are de ned inductively in the following way:
1. the symbols X 1 ; :::; X n ; :::(type variables) and the constant I are formulas; 2. if A; B are formulas then (! AB) is a formula; 3. if the A 1 :::A n are formulas (n > 1), then the (^A 1 :::A n ) is a formula.
Below we shall also use list notation in formulas with the agreement that the expressions like (^?); (! ?) when ? contains just one member should be understood as that member itself (^and ! should be omitted).
The syntactic axioms 1)-6) above that characterize the linear isomorphism of types can be replaced for this presentation by the following axioms:
(ii) (^A 1 :::A n ) (^A (1) :::A (n) ) (com) where is a permutation of the set f1,...,ng (n > 1); (iii) (^?(^ ) ) (^? ) (as) (with ?; ; being lists of formulas of appropriate length); (iv) (^?I ) (^? ) (un) (with ? non-empty);
The rules for in this syntax are still (subst); (sym); (trans).
We shall write ) k i A B is derivable from an instance of the axiom labelled by k by single application of (subst), i.e., by replacement of an occurrence of a left side of this axiom in A by the right side of the same axiom.
We shall write A k B i A B is derivable from the axiom labelled by k only (obviously, A k B i there exists a chain A = A 1 ; A 2 ; :::; A n = B such
We shall write A ! B if it is derivable from re exivity (refl) and axioms (un); (un 0 ) and (cur) and A com B, if only (refl); (com) were used. Now regular formulas, regular^-formulas and regular !-formulas are de ned in the following way.
De nition 2.1 1. the symbols X 1 ; :::; X n ; :::(type variables) and the constant I are regular formulas; 2. if A is a regular formula di erent from I and B is a regular^-formula, variable or I then ! AB is a regular !-formula; 3 . if each of A 1 ; :::; A n (n > 1) is a variable or regular !-formula, then (^A 1 :::A n ) is a regular^-formula; 4. regular^-formulas and regular !-formulas are regular formulas.
Let A be a (sub)formula. We shall call its 1-extension any (sub)formula of the form (! ?A ), or (^?A ) with ? and/or non-empty. Proof. Consider the system of formula-reductions ) as ; ) un ; ) un 0 ; ) cur (an occurrence of the left side of corresponding axiom is to be replaced by the right side). By straightforward induction on the structure of formulas one shows that a formula is in normal form i it is regular. Now (trivial check) a) the system is Church-Rosser's and b) terminating (since each step decreases the number of !;^or I). Proof by induction on the length of reduction sequence from A to R(A) in the system of reductions described above.
As an immediate consequence of the two lemmas, we have Lemma 2.5 A B i R(A) com R(B). The length l(A) of a (sub)formula is the number of cells in this presentation.
It is supposed that the cells, occupied by di erent formulas, are always disjoint.
Elementary operations are comparisons of quadriples and their members and standard arithmetical and control operations of RAM. Input information of the algorithms considered below consists of the addresses of the main symbols of processed formulas.
The following lemma is obvious.
Lemma 2.9 Syntactical identity of two formulas A; B can be checked in time O(min(l(A); l(B))).
Lemma 2.10 There is an algorithm transforming the presentation of an arbitrary formula A in the presentation of R(A) with an upper time bound C(l(A)) for some constant C. Proof proceeds by induction on the structure of A and is standard, with one modi cation due to our use of multiple^.
When the formula^A 1 :::A n is considered, the algorithm should check if n = 2 or n > 2 (obviously, in constant number of steps).
If n = 2 then induction proceeds in ordinary way, if n > 2 then the inductive hypothesis (and the algorithm) should be applied to A 1 and^A 2 :::A n , and then in constant number of steps one can \assemble" the presentation of the regular form of the formula^A 1 :::A n . (One does not change registers, only pointers.) 8 De nition 2.11 Let us call by extended presentation of a formula it presentation where each quadriple is extended to the quintiple, with the fth symbol being the length of the subformula, whose main symbol is represented by the quadriple.
Lemma 2.12 There is an algorithm transforming the presentation of a formula into its extended presentation in less than C(l(A)) steps for some constant C.
Proof. Consider the following trip. Start in the root of the tree, and go from node to node according to the following procedure: a) if there is a leftmost subformula (node) not yet visited, go there; b) if it was already visited, go to the next subformula the in 1-extension; c) if in case b) the node corresponds to the last subformula, go to the node, representing the main symbol of the 1-extension (one can keep \return address"), or stop, if you come to the root.
Obviously, each node is visited exactly twice, and (with a constant number of extra-operations in each node) one can keep count the number of symbols visited before coming to each node.
Then, if in the rst visit this number is written in the 5-th position, one can replace it by the di erence at the second visit, which will be the length of the subtree corresponding to the subformula.
Strongly Regular Formulas
Let us de ne inductively a relation on regular formulas. (A < B is understood as A B and not A com B.) Remember that if A com B, they have the same length.
De nition 2.13
If l(A) < l(B) then A < B. If l(A) = l(B), then: For variables and constant I, I < a 1 < ::: < a n < ::::
If A is a regular^-formula and B is a regular !-formula, then A < B; Proof. An S(A) can be obtained by ordering^-subformulas of A, that is, using^c om . By induction on the structure of A (using de nition of ) we show uniqueness.
As an immediate consequence of this lemma and lemma 2.5, we have the following theorem: Proof. The formula is taken in its extended presentation. The addresses of the tuples, representing symbols, do not change (only pointers do).
We prove our theorem by induction on the formula length. If the formula is a variable of I, then the bound is, evidently, true.
Assume that there exist some constants C 0 ; C 1 such that for any formula with l(A) T one can construct (the extended presentation of) its strongly regular form in time at most C 0 T log The order of the new array should correspond to our ordering of formulas of the same length. Complexity of this sorting is at most C 6 len Q( (s i )) log(s i+1 ? s i )
for some constant C 6 , because the comparison of two strongly regular formulas of equal length has complexity O(n)(3.1).
